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ABSTRACT
In this poster, we describe central aspects of 65 natural information tasks from 23 senior researchers, PhDs, and experienced MSc students from three different university departments of physics. We analyze 1) the main purpose of the information task, 2) which and how many search facets were used to describe the tasks, 3) what semantic categories were used to express the search facets, and 4) retrieval performance. Results show variety in structure and length across task descriptions and task purposes. The results indicate effect of length and, in particular, of task purpose on retrieval performance of different document description levels that should be examined further.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Query formulation

General Terms
Performance, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As digital libraries offer access to increasingly large and diverse information sources there is a need to evaluate integrated search that cover various document types, levels of metadata, and vocabularies. IR systems evaluation is addressed from two quite different perspectives: the system-driven and the user-oriented perspectives [1]. Systems-oriented evaluation takes place in laboratory environments with predesigned queries; expert-generated, static, binary relevance assessments and with experimental control. The user-oriented evaluation takes a semi-laboratory/semi-real-life approach, uses both simulated and genuine user information needs, non-binary relevance judgements, and seeks realism as well as experimental control. In both cases a test collection for experiments with integrated search requires the following as a minimum: a corpus with several different document types, several levels of descriptions, appropriate information tasks from users with real needs (for greater realism), and relevance assessments with adequate amount of relevant documents for each type and optionally graded relevance assessments.

We have developed a test collection that supports system-driven as well as user-oriented evaluation, based on genuine work task situations, real information tasks, and non-binary relevance judgements [2]. The scientific domain of physics comprises a realistic case with longstanding traditions for self-archiving of research publications in open access repositories and information sharing between scholarly and professional environments [3]. The test collection consists of approx. 18,000 book records, 160,000 full-text articles, and 275,000 metadata records with varied set of metadata and vocabularies from the physics domain. We elicited 65 natural information tasks from 23 senior researchers, PhD students, and experienced MSc students from three different university departments of physics. For each task a set of up to 200 documents per task was retrieved for relevance assessments with each document type represented proportional to the corpus distribution. Participants were asked to fill out a post-assessment questionnaire on satisfaction with the assessment procedure and search results for each task.

The present paper investigates central aspects of the captured information tasks. The purpose is twofold. We want to extend our understanding of physicists’ information tasks in general, and more specifically we want insight into the nature and characteristics of the tasks in order to guide design of IR experiments in the test collection. We particularly address the following research questions:
1) What was the overall purpose of the information tasks?
2) What types of search facets were used to articulate the information tasks (structure)?
3) How many search facets were used to articulate the information tasks (length)?
4) How was the retrieval performance in relation to document types in the integrated test collection?

2. RESEARCH DESIGN
The task descriptions were captured in online forms via computers located in participants’ own university environment. The task description form had five questions, in line with the form used by [4]:
Questions (b) – (c) correspond to questions asked in [4], with (b) being about the underlying work task situation or context, and (c) about the current knowledge state. Question (a) asks about the formulation of the current information need, and (d) correspond to the ‘Narrative’ section common to TREC topics whilst (e) asks for perceived adequate search terms.

Prior to describing their task details the participants were briefed about the project objectives and the structure and purpose of the form. After filling out the forms they answered an online questionnaire concerning their personal data, domain knowledge, and retrieval experience with IR systems. The research team performed test searches manually for each information task as exhaustively as possible, based on the suggested search terms and other terms in the original task descriptions, primarily from task description question e). Two months after task creation, access to a web-based relevance assessment system was opened for the participants. This system allowed 1) access to the set of documents to be assessed (sorted randomly within each document type), presented in overview form and with the possibility of opening full text PDFs where available, and 2) assigning relevance scores according to the following 4-point scale: highly, fairly, marginally, and non-relevant [5]. The assessment period was set to one week. Documents could be re-assessed if the test person chose to. A post-assessment questionnaire on satisfaction with the assessment procedure and search results was filled out for each task.

In order to obtain insight about task characteristics we coded central aspects of the descriptions: 1) the main purpose of the information task, 2) which type and how many single search facets were used to describe the tasks, 3) what semantic category of terms were used to express the search facets, and 3) retrieval performance of task length and purpose. Table 1 provides an overview of the study variables applied to answering the research questions.

We based categorization of main purpose on central elements of scientific work that require information retrieval, e.g. theoretical background, research methodology, previous results [6]. The facet analysis was conducted using Sormunen’s (2002) definition that a search facet is a concept (or a family of concepts) identified from and defining an exclusive aspect of a search topic [7, 8]. In order to get an understanding of the vocabulary used to express the search facets, we classified the terms into five semantic categories, adopted from [9]. A synonym (ST) is a term that is interchangeable with equivalent task description term. A broader term (BT) refers to a term, which is broader in hierarchy. A narrower term (NT) refers to a term narrower in hierarchy. A related term (RT) is a term, which is associated and represents a related perspective. The information tasks have been divided into 1) verificative needs, 2) conscious, topical needs, and 3) muddled needs to determine level of complexity [10]. Search performance for each task was measured by use of the metric normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). We based the calculation of on the task creator’s relevance judgments. With the aim to gain insight whether the different document types in the integrated test collection affect retrieval performance, we compared nDCG scores for task purposes and task length.

### 3. RESULTS

The 65 information tasks originated from 23 physicists from three different universities; 12 from Copenhagen University (UNI1), 32 from Technological University of Denmark (UNI2), and 21 from Aalborg University (UNI3). 4 tasks derived from 2 senior researchers, 25 from 8 PhD students, and 36 from 13 experienced MSc students.

The tasks were all topical, conscious information needs (100%). The tasks represent three categories of task purpose. 54% of the participants looked for **Theoretical background**, e.g. “Descriptions of models and theory concerning passive mode-locking in linear cavities” (Task17), 26% looked for **Previous results**, e.g. “In particular I look for results obtained by using a Fourier Split Step Method for solving the non-linear Schrödinger equation” (Task3), and 20% looked for **Research methodology**, e.g. “Tables, graphs and figures with comparisons of different energy harvesting techniques” (Task5).

The structure of task descriptions varied regarding number and types of search facets. Only 4 types of search facets appeared in all descriptions, and were elicited by all five questions. As shown in Table 2 these were **common topic** (e.g. nano spheres), **method** (e.g. dielectrophoresis), **information type** (e.g. articles), and

### Table 1: Variables of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition and measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task purpose</td>
<td>Main goal of information task; e.g. finding background information, information about techniques and methods. Exclusive coding, identification of one main purpose per task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task structure</td>
<td>Types of search facets used to describe the information task, e.g. common topic, method used, time, type of information. One count per single facet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task length</td>
<td>Number of single search facets per task form question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search vocabulary</td>
<td>Semantic categories used to express search facets, e.g. synonym terms, hierarchical broader terms or hierarchical narrower terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td>Educational level for the information task, e.g. information task in relation to master thesis, PhD. dissertation, or senior research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional affiliation</td>
<td>Participants’ affiliation, expressed by university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information need type</td>
<td>Type of information need: known item, known topic, or muddled topic information need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval performance</td>
<td>Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) per information task. Search based on search terms primarily from question e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible applications (e.g. intended for biomedical use). The facet type research groups appeared 16 times and by three questions. The facet types specific reference, source, year, location, and disciplinary field appeared less than 3 times and only by one or two questions. Question c) Background knowledge elicited the largest set of single search facets (10 different types), followed by questions b) Work task and d) Ideal answer each bringing out 7 facet types. Questions a) and e) elicited only the 4 different types. 98% of the e) descriptions included only 2 search facets: common topic and method.

Table 2: Types of search facets per task description questions (total number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task description questions (n=325)</th>
<th>a)</th>
<th>b)</th>
<th>c)</th>
<th>d)</th>
<th>e)</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common topic</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>1647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info type</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number of search facets per task purpose (average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task purpose</th>
<th>Task description question (n=325)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical background</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous results</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research methodology</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 1, nDCG scores for task purpose and document types showed that book records performed better for Previous results and Research methodology compared to full-text articles and metadata records, whereas metadata records performed better for Theoretical background tasks. Full-text articles and metadata records showed notably lower performance for Research methodology tasks.

Figure 1: nDCG for task purposes and document types

Document types showed minimal differences on retrieval performance of task length, with book records performing slightly better, specifically for short tasks, see Figure 2. In general, short tasks of 2-4 facets performed better compared to longer tasks of 5-12 search facets.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The participants described the information tasks insightfully and detailed. The structure of task descriptions was rich. The participants used a large variety of facet types to express the search topic. They referred to a large extent to specific research methods, specific information types (different textual and graphical forms), and possible applications for the research. To some degree they described related research groups and locations, related literature and disciplines, and specific sources. They were consistent in varying the task descriptions according to the five questions in the task description form. Consequently, the descriptions deriving from the five task description questions a) to e) reflect and describe different perspectives on the information task. This result is in line with [4] that users are able to articulate different aspects of their information needs.

The descriptions varied in length, with question b) Work task providing highest length and question e) Search terms lowest. The findings differ from [4] where background questions elicited most terms and work task least. However, the length cannot be compared directly across the two studies, as we coded single search facets (concept level), whereas [4] counted terms (term level).

The participants articulated the tasks with use of combinations of narrower and broader terms, presumably varying the vocabulary in order to explain and clarify the information need. Synonyms were rarely used, mostly abbreviations along with their full form, presumably to explain and clarify the abbreviation.
Variations in task length also appeared across the three task purposes. On average 35.0 single search facets were used to articulate the background tasks, and about 32.0 to express previous results and research methodology tasks. The largest differences appeared in question a) descriptions between theoretical background on one side and previous results and research methodology on the other, in question b) between research methodology and theoretical background and previous results, in question d) between all three task types, and in question c) between theoretical background and previous results and research methodology.

The observed differences between task purposes were also reflected in the results comparing retrieval performance of task purpose in relation to document types. The findings indicate that book records perform better for previous results and research methodology tasks compared to theoretical background. Unfortunately, the present data does not explain the observations, and may only be explained due to the smaller collection of book records. Deeper qualitative studies of the present data, including more experiments testing retrieval performance based on terms from the other task description questions are needed to explain the differences. Nevertheless, the findings indicate the importance of examining the consequences of variations in length and structure, e.g. whether number and types of search facets influence the search results. The results also indicate the merit of investigating whether tasks with specific purposes should be handled differently in the searching. Furthermore, the fact that the participants chose to express search facets using combinations of narrower and broader and abbreviations with its full form indicate that it might be worthy to examine whether uses of certain semantic categories influence the search results.

5. CONCLUSION

The purpose was to extend our understanding of physicists’ information tasks in general and more specifically to gain insight into the nature and characteristics of the tasks in order to guide design of IR experiments in the test collection. The analysis showed large variation in structure, length and vocabulary between descriptions deriving from different questions and between tasks with different purposes, including differences in retrieval performance in relation to different document types in the integrated test collection. Future test searches should examine in detail how type and number of search facets influence the search result, and whether some facets and some task types are better searched by specific description levels and metadata.
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SUMMARY

Aims and challenge
Insight into the nature and characteristics of the tasks in order to guide design of information retrieval experiments

Research questions
1. What is the overall purpose of tasks?
2. How is the structure of tasks concerning types of search facets?
3. How is the length of tasks concerning number of search facets?
4. How is the retrieval performance of tasks?

RESEARCH DESIGN

The tasks were captured in online forms via computers located in participating university environments. In line with Land & Hu (2002), the participants described the tasks from four different perspectives:

Perspective Question
(a) Current information need What are you looking for?
(b) Work situation Why are you looking for this?
(c) Current knowledge state What is your background knowledge of this topic?
(d) Ideal answer What should an ideal answer contain to solve problem or task?
(e) Adequate search terms Which central search terms would you use to express situation and information need?

The research team performed task assessment manually for each task as exhaustively as possible. The queries were based on the suggested search terms and other terms in the task descriptions. Search performance was measured by nDCG, based on task creator’s 4-point scale relevance judgments: highly, fairly, marginally, and non-relevant (Learnstein, 2003).

Pre-questionnaire for demographic data and post-assessment questionnaire on satisfaction with assessment procedure and research results.

Task characteristics were analysed addressing central aspects of the five task descriptions:

Study variable Definition
Task purpose Main goal of information task: Exclusive coding
Task structure Types of search facets. One count per single facet
Task length Number of single search facets
Vocabulary Semantic category used to express facets synonym, broader or narrower terms
Intra facet type Known item, known topic or mixed topic
Retrieval performance Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) per task

RESULTS

68 natural information tasks were captured from 39 senior researchers, PhDs, and experienced MSc students from three different university departments of physics.

100% topical, conscious information needs.

Task purpose %
Theoretical background 54
Previous results 28
Research methodology 20

Varied task features

Search facets Task description questions
a) b) c) d) e) All
Common topic 316 545 310 234 242 1647
Method 47 73 68 57 48 271
Info type 56 26 23 145 5 245
Application 1 7 1 1 1 11
Other 16 11 5 31

Vocabulary
Topics expressed with combination of hierarchical browser and browse map, e.g. chemical coding (an organ in its thin polymer).

Few synonyms, most abbreviation with full form, e.g. "Nov. Baryonic Yang-Mills Theory (often called SYM)"

Varied task length per task purpose

Take home message – Information tasks
- Known topic information needs
- Task purpose: theory, previous research, methodology
- Structured many different search facets
- Varying length: questions c) shared with lowest facets
- Vocabulary – combinations of broader and narrower terms

Take home message – IR experiments
- Some facets perform better than others
- Short length perform better than longer
- Some semantic categories provide different search results
- Some document types perform better for certain task purposes in integrated search
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